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Issue: Combatting Violence in Schools

Street_Address: 934 Edgemoor Road

City: Cherry HIll

State: NJ

Zip_Code: 08034

Phone: (856) 428−5673

Organization: Spencer Data Processing, Inc.

Position_in_Organization: President

Message: Hello,

Most of the time, teachers in the classroom cannot call for help until the violence i
s over.  An automatic phone dialer and wireless pendant will let them call for help i
n case of violence or some other emergency.

When teacher presses the pendant button, a signal is transmitted to the phone dialer.
Dialer emits an alarm to attract attention, dials up to four pre−programmed numbers

, and plays a recorded message.  The person answering the phone call gets help. 

Installing the phone dialer consists of attaching the dialer's phone cord into an unu
sed telephone jack or into a "T" adapter that plugs into the phone jack.  Dialer has 
a keypad for you to enter and store up to four phone numbers.  You speak to the diale
r to record and store a message. 

When strategically located, one phone dialer is operated by teachers with pendants in
at least six classrooms.  Six teachers can operate pendants to activate the same dia
ler.

The phone dialer contains a 9−volt alkaline battery that provides at least 12 hours o
f back up in case of electricity failure.

The phone dialer and pendant cost $79.99.  Additional pendants cost $29.99 each.

Please call for more information and a free demonstration.

Sincerely,



Charles A. Spencer
Spencer Data Processing, Inc.
934 Edgemoor Road
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
(856) 428−5673, email: spencerdp@snip.net
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